Overview of High School Leveling System

LEVEL 3: Independent

- Eligible for weekly privileges pending contract scores
  - Recess
  - Field trips
- Scheduling choices (breaks, subjects)
  - Restroom breaks may be taken as desired (at the teacher’s discretion)
- Independent morning check in (this does not absolve the student from routine checks at the discretion of EC staff)
  - Student phones may be returned at 3:00 if break has been earned; however, phones may not be used during this time except with specific staff permission.
- May take break outside without direct supervision (with other level three students)
- Lunch may be ordered from an outside vendor any day
- May have healthy snacks of their own provision during academic sessions as long as work areas remain clean.
- EC sponsored lunch/snack on Fridays
- Internet use is limited to educationally related, approved sites except as described below.
- Options for You Tube music*
  - *music and videos must not become distracting to others or impede the student’s productivity
  - videos during breaks only

LEVEL 2: Guided

- Eligible for weekly privileges pending contract scores
  - Recess
  - Field trips
- Scheduling choices (breaks, subjects)
  - Restroom breaks may be taken as desired (at the teacher’s discretion)
- May take an independent walk without direct supervision.
- May order out on Fridays
- Internet use is limited to educationally related, approved sites.
- Music may be used during work if it does not distract or impede productivity. Internet music options are limited to Pandora and Groove Shark (no videos, ie: You Tube).
- May have healthy snacks of their own provision during academic sessions as long as work areas remain clean.

LEVEL 1: Supported (Program start)

- Eligible for weekly privileges pending contract scores
  - Recess
  - Field trips
- Music, not videos, may be enjoyed during breaks
- Internet use is limited to educationally related, approved sites.
- Water from fountain, HEALTHY drinks, and snacks are permitted, the latter during breaks only.
- Restroom breaks must be approved by the teacher (as warranted by behavior and work completion), but may not occur during the first or last ten minutes of a class.

LEVEL 0: Directed

- Restrictions placed to maintain compliance (transitions, lunch, breaks).
- Coursework will be completed through textbooks to limit online access.
- May include instruction separate from other students.